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Abstract— The purpose of the Android application is to
provide a admitted Android application between students and
teacher the placement .The aim of the project is to develop a
app which provides connectivity between students, staff and
other connected to network, These works very differently
Our Moto is to provide self-coaching to student at his/her
home. Student who as registered and purchase membership
plan of selected stream and subject our admin will show the
available teacher to student and he /she can select staff and
staff will go so and teach to student this app provide features
like reading notes of subject which selected in plan by
student. when teacher goes student for delivering the lecture
verification of teacher in done by application by sending OTP
to student Dashboard in the app with these full details of
teacher so that there would not any confusion between student
if any person go to student home instead of register teacher,
he/she can report and strict action or fine will charge to
teacher which actually want be here. Our app also provide
ladies staff for girls so that they can fill safe and enjoy
learning of staff, In most of the cases parent want allow girls
to join coaching classes which are too way from home due
fees . We very affordable paln which register candidate can
buy and enjoy the subscription. Admin is a owner of a whole
system, Teacher and student both are registered user of our
app. They have username and password for login in to app.
Register Student can read material online from app
everywhere using internet. Student and teachers can send and
receive message to each other to keep the friendliness and
bond between student and teacher in this project we. Teacher
between 10 km from this local area.
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villages and town where teacher comes to home and teaches
student.
 But now a days fees charged is very high in cites for
tuition but there is lack in quality.
 In these project we cover the reduce the cost for the
student so, that anyone can afford it.
 Students can track the teacher when the teacher is on the
way for the home tuitions.
 These will create bond between students and teachers.
 IT will reduce unemployment and will give good result
of student as expected by their parents.
 Everyone is connected to internet and uses mobile in
cites and
 This project can be made in web/ android too .It will
create user friendliness and anyone can interact through
these project.

I. INTRODUCTION

The project starts from flash screen of logo of app. Once you
have entered the homepage you have to log-in into your
system. There are admin account, student account, teacher
account, admin and login into it. If the student is not having
the account he/she can register and the registration will be
approved by the admin. Admin have the authority to add
faculty, approved post and view/delete the student/faculty .In
short the admin has the control over app. A student can chat
with the teacher for quires as well as person who have
selected this teacher in his paln in the application having a
active account these all activity will possible through internet
access.

The aim of the project is to develop a app which provides
connectivity between students, staff and other connected to
network, These works very differently Our Moto is to
provide self-coaching to student at his/her home. Student
who as registered and purchase membership plan of selected
stream and subject our admin will show the available teacher
to student and he /she can select staff and staff will go so and
teach to student this app also provide features like reading
notes of subject which selected in plan by student
In most of the cases parent want allow girls to join coaching
classes which are too way from home due fees. We are giving
these service at very affordable plan which register candidate
can buy and enjoy the subscription.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
As everyone knows that, the project is of online Tutor like
byjus’s but it is different from byjus. These project consist
offline teaching to student individually as like traditional
practice which is done before, which is still continued in

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The project intends to provide a well-established application
between a student and Tutor. The aims to make this project is
to develop an app which increases the communication
between Student, Staff, and friendliness while teaching not ‘a
bur done or headace’ which is actually seen in institute or
colleges. If one student and one teacher will be there then
selected mentor will guide personally to student. Now days
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education is provide just a seek off job or gauration
certification but there is no quality seen in student.
Our purpose is very simple teacher who
unemployment will get job and student will get good mentor
for year.
The following points are implemented in proposed system:
 Students can login if they already have a account
otherwise they can register, after registration it will be
approved by the admin.
 All the student registration can be rejected by the admin
as well
 Admin Login has full authority on system, he/she can
add/delete Faculty.
 delivering the lecture verification of teacher in done by
application by sending OTP to student Dashboard in the
app
 Our app also provide ladies staff for girls so that they
can fill safe and enjoy learning of staff
 In most of the cases parent want allow girls to join
coaching classes which are too way from home due fees.
We very affordable paln which register candidate can
buy and enjoy the subscription.
V. CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE
Online tutor app is a revolutionary idea with a very bright
future with further scope for advancements.
The opportunities provided from this medium are
immense and many organizations are making use of this
medium to better their practices
We provide live tracking of teacher in app for student that
where is teacher at now
 Tutorials will be provided
 Government authorized certification can provide in
future
 Scholarship will be provide by cracking completive
exam like jee main,
 Online payment system will available.
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